Planning Communication: Key Considerations There are several key factors to consider in planning school district communication. Two of these factors are the en· vlronment of the school district and the community which is a part of the environment.
These two factors-perhaps more than others-greatly influence the type of communication program needed in your school district. They also should be a consideration in the design of your management system.
Contingency theory provides a starting point for planning both communication and management systems. The basic axiom of this theory maintains that the structure and processes of a system (e.g., a school system) are a reflection of the environment around the system. The more your school district's environment is changeable, the more your district must have processes for adapting to the changes. If your environment is stable, you must structure the school district and have processes which insure con· slstency, continuity, and control.
Two other contingency theory axioms deserve attention when planning communication:
1. There is more total communication in a system which must adapt often and quickly to changing environmental demands ... and there is less total communication in a system which needs to adapt more slowly and less often. 2. There tends to be more reliance on informal communication (such as small group meetings and one-to-one con· tacts) in a system which must adapt often and quickly to changing environmental demands.
Auditing Your Communication Following are two audit instruments from the Banach-S tech Communication Audit System.' The first measures the degree to which you must consider your environment in planning communication. The second relates to the nature of the community in which your school district is located.
Complete these audits. Then use the interpretative information which follows to assess whether your environment and community are appropriately accommodated in your communication program.
The Environmental Audit Every organization is surrounded by other organizations, a community and, perhaps, competitors. These represent the environment. Read each question below and determine the extent to which it hOlds true for your organization and its en· vironment. Then circle the number on the continuum scale which, In your opinion, provides the most appropriate rating.
A. To what extent does your school district have to take information about the community, region, and/or state into account when making plans and decisions? The environment o f a school dislrict can range from stable and simple to complex and dynamic. Research has shown that in a stable and simple environment, a school district (or any organization) can use more formal, structured, and centralized communication methods. Conversely, in a complex and dynamic environment, communication should be more informal, unstructured and decentralized.
When the school d istrict environment is complex and dynamic, more jnlormation has to be gathered, cha nges are rapid and unpredictable, Information is hard to find, the school district lacks control over some factors, and effectiveness of decisions cannot be guaranteed ahead of time. An informal communication system is needed .
Ratings toward 2 above indicate a need for a consistent and controlled management system. Communication should be formal and semi formal . The community is part of the total environment, but a most important part. The community audit assesses the natu re of this important environment. Four aspects of the commun ity (diversity, change, con flict, and involvement} influence c ommunicaton within the district and also between the district and the community.
Ratings toward 2 above indicate a need for a consistent and controlled management system. Communication should be formal and semiformal. 
